Sm@rt DAS
(Dynamic Arc Sentry)
Frequently Asked Questions
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Ordering:
1. What is the ordering procedure for Sm@rt DAS?
2. Is Sm@rt DAS available in SAP/COMPAS?
3. Can Sm@rt DAS be ordered through any other means?
4. Can I quote startup/commissioning? If so, how can I get
		 a price?
General Information:
5. Where is Sm@rt DAS available today?
6. What are the key features in this version of Sm@rt DAS?
Documentation:
7. What type of documentation exists for Sm@rt DAS? 		
		 Where can I find it?
8. Is there any sales training available for Sm@rt DAS?
9. What CSI specifications exist, and where are they 		
		 located?
Commissioning, maintenance, and support:
10. Who can I contact for technical and sales support?
11. How much does the commissioning configuration
		 software cost?
12. Does a standard quote with Sm@rt DAS include 		
		 commissioning?
13. What is the standard warranty for Sm@rt DAS?
14. Is the commissioning software available to the sales 		
		 force?
15. What happens to the system when control power fails?
16. What happens to the system when a breaker fails?
17. What happens to the system when the controller fails?
18. How can you do your own support/commissioning?
19. What do I need to consider for nominal settings vs. 		
		 maintenance mode settings when commissioning?
20. What happens if I turn off instantaneous on the VL 		
		 breaker?
System:
21. Does Sm@rt DAS replace standard DAS?
22. What are the factory settings?
23. What are the system operating conditions?
24. What is the maximum system rating?
25. Can Sm@rt DAS be installed in existing panels?
26. Is the system UL listed?
27. How can I access the system on my own?
28. Are there register maps available to change the settings?
29. How can I best protect the network?
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30. Will Sm@rt DAS be available in other systems soon?
31. Who is currently using the Sm@rt DAS system?
32. When quoting a system, are there some key
		
		 considerations we should examine (control power auto 		
		 throwover, etc.)?
33. How much space does Sm@rt DAS take up in gear?
34. What are the main options for controlling Sm@rt DAS?
35. Are there other benefits of using this system?
Circuit breakers and Sm@rt DAS:
36. Which breakers can be used with Sm@rt DAS?
37. Is there a limit to how many breakers can be used with 		
		 Sm@rt DAS?
38. Can I use one switch and one light per breaker?
39. Can I use one switch for the overall system and lights for
		 each breaker?
40. Can I use one switch and one light for multiple breakers 		
		 on the system?
41. Can I access my circuit breakers directly?
Controllers:
42. Why do I need MODBUS communication modules?
43. How many breakers can a controller handle?
44. How many inputs/outputs are available?
45. What type of control power does Sm@rt DAS need?
46. What happens to the system in the event of a power 		
		 outage?
47. What information is stored in the controller?
48. How does the MODBUS Communication module
		 interface with the Sm@rt DAS controller?
49. Is there a register map available to change settings?
50. How is the system controller configured?
51. Where is the system controller configured?
52. What information will I need to know to change my 		
		 breaker settings through the controller?
53. Why can I not communicate with the controller when I 		
		 plug directly into it?
Communication:
54. What communication protocols are supported by Sm@rt
		 DAS?
55. What are the networking capabilities of the Sm@rt DAS?
56. Can customers access their systems remotely?
57. Can Sm@rt DAS communicate on a LAN?
58. Can Sm@rt DAS communicate via internet?

Ordering:
1. What is the ordering procedure for Sm@rt DAS?
		 Sm@rt DAS is ordered through COMPAS as a selection. It
		 is available in the Switchboard EPM as a selection in 		
		 COMPAS.
2. Is Sm@rt DAS available in SAP/COMPAS?
		
		

Sm@rt DAS is available through COMPAS. It is not 		
available for order through SAP or any other system.

3. Can Sm@rt DAS be ordered through any other 		
		 means?
		

No, at this time it is only available through COMPAS.

4. Can I quote startup/commissioning? If so, how can I 		
		 get a price?
		
		
		
		
		

Startup and commissioning is not required on Sm@rt DAS if 		
there is no change to settings. If a change to settings is 		
desired, there are two options: using the Sm@rt DAS 		
MODBUS Communication tool or getting a quote to change 		
settings via Siemens services.

General Information:
5. Where is Sm@rt DAS available today?
		
		
		
		

Sm@rt DAS is currently available only in SB Switch		
boards and Type WL Switchgear. It is also available in P4 		
and P5 Panelboards as a custom option. It will soon be 		
available as an option in COMPAS.

6. What are the key features in this version of Sm@rt 		
		 DAS?
		  Maintenance mode for VL breakers with 586 trip unit
		  Maintenance mode for WL breakers with 776 trip unit
		  Communication capable over MODBUS TCP/IP

8. Is there any sales training available for Sm@rt DAS?
		
		

Yes, training is scheduled frequently. Additionally, there is a 		
Brainshark video to show the key features of Sm@rt DAS.

9. What specifications exist, and where are they 		
		 located?
		
		
		

Switchboard guideform specs for consulting business 		
developers have been updated to reflect Sm@rt DAS as 		
an option.

Commissioning, maintenance, and support:
10. Who can I contact for technical and sales support?
		
		
		
		

Contact Siemens customer service for order-related 		
queries. Technical support personnel are trained on 		
Sm@rt DAS for technical questions during 			
commissioning.

11. How much does the commissioning configuration
		 software cost?
		
		
		

There is free configuration software called “Sm@rt DAS 		
MODBUS Communication Module.” Settings are also 		
accessible over MODBUS.

12. Does a standard quote with Sm@rt DAS include 		
		 commissioning?
		 No, there is no commissioning included in a standard 		
		 quote.
13. What is the standard warranty for Sm@rt DAS?
		
		
		

Sm@rt DAS is backed by Siemens standard warranty: 		
18 months after shipping or 12 months after
		
commissioning - whichever comes first.

14. Is the commissioning software available to the sales 		
		 force?

		  WL breakers: ability to adjust long-time, long-time 		
		
delay, short-time pickup, short-time delay and
		
instantaneous pickup

		
		
		
		

		  VL breakers: ability to adjust short time pickup, short 		
		
time delay, and instantaneous pickup

15. What happens to the system when control power 		
		 fails?

		  Ability to turn on maintenance mode remotely

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

		  Dedicated input switch and output light per breaker
		  Optional HMI for changing settings
Documentation:
7. What type of documentation exists for Sm@rt DAS? 		
		 Where can I find it?
		

Sm@rt DAS has several documents available, including:

		  Sm@rt DAS flyer
		  Sm@rt DAS user guide
		  Sm@rt DAS FAQ (current document)
		 These files are available through the Siemens Download
		 Center.

No, there is no commissioning software required. If it is 		
necessary to change settings, MODBUS communication 		
software or Sm@rt DAS MODBUS Communication Module 		
should be used to communicate with the devices.

If control power fails, the circuit breaker will remain in 		
its last state. For example, if control power is lost when 		
a breaker is in maintenance mode, the breaker will 		
remain in that mode. However, when control power is 		
lost, the system will turn off the maintenance mode 		
light until it can verify maintenance mode settings are 		
still in place (or active).

16. What happens to the system when a breaker fails?
		
		
		

If a breaker fails or does not communicate its
maintenance mode settings, the controller will not
indicate maintenance mode.

		

17. What happens to the system when the controller 		
		 fails?
		
		
		
		

If the controller fails, the system will remain in its
		
current mode. The Sm@rt DAS system will indicate it is 		
in the "off" state until the controller is restored and the 		
settings can be verified.
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18. How can you do your own support/commissioning?
		
		
		
		
		
		

A user can do his/her own support and commissioning by 		
following the information provided in the user guide. He/she 		
can adjust the maintenance mode settings of the VL breaker 		
over MODBUS. The WL breaker settings are adjustable on the 		
trip unit itself. The user is solely responsible for the settings 		
they input.

19. What do I need to consider for nominal settings vs. 		
		 maintenance mode settings when commissioning?
		
		
		

The maintenance mode settings should always be equal 		
to or lower than your nominal mode settings in order for
the system to function properly.

20. What happens if I turn off instantaneous on the VL 		
		 breaker?
		
		
		
		
		
		

The VL breaker has a feature that allows for
		
instantaneous to be turned off. It is never
recommended to turn off instantaneous in Molded Case
Circuit Breakers. Sm@rt DAS only works with
		
instantaneous turned on. Ensure instantaneous is set to 		
"on" prior to commissioning.

System:
21. Does Sm@rt DAS replace standard DAS?
		
		
		
		

No, Sm@rt DAS is another option for DAS. DAS is still the
preferred method for a single WL main. Sm@rt DAS is 		
the preferred method for VL breakers and when a user 		
has multiple WL or WL/VL breakers in a lineup.

22. What are the factory settings?
		
		
		
		
		

The WL and VL trip unit ship with their pick up settings 		
at the lowest values. The WL maintenance mode
settings will be at their lowest value. The VL breaker 		
maintenance mode settings will be default to the
minimum settings below:

		  1.25X frame rating short time pickup (A)
		  100ms short time delay
		  1.25X frame rating instantaneous pickup (A)
23. What are the system operating conditions?
		
		
		
		

The Sm@rt DAS system is designed to operate in the 		
same conditions as switchboards and other switchboard
electronics. There are no limits vs. standard switchboard
operating conditions.

24. What is the maximum system rating?
		
		

Sm@rt DAS can be placed over the full voltage and AIC 		
ratings of the panel.

25. Can Sm@rt DAS be installed in existing panels?
		

No, the current design is for new installations only.

26. Is the system UL listed?
		
		

All components that are part of Sm@rt DAS are UL listed
and labeled.

27. How can I access the system on my own?
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You may access the system via any MODBUS
		
communication tool and link to it using the Ethernet 		
address of the system.

28. Are there register maps available to change the 		
		 settings?
		
		
		
		

Yes, they are part of the user guide. Additionally, there 		
is a Sm@rt DAS Communication Tool, available through 		
the Download Center, to change settings. See the user 		
guide for more details.

29. How can I best protect the network?
		
		
		
		
		

Sm@rt DAS is accessible over MODBUS TCP/IP. It is 		
always recommended to take precautions when
connecting the systems into a larger architecture. When 		
leaving the factory, the Sm@rt DAS system is all 		
self-contained.

30. Will Sm@rt DAS be available in other systems soon?
		
		
		

Yes, Sm@rt DAS will be available in P4/P5 Panelboards as 		
an option in COMPAS soon. Until then it can be entered as
a custom option.

31. Who is currently using the Sm@rt DAS system?
		
		
		

The system is used often as a solution to comply with 		
NEC 240.87. It is also used to balance selectivity and arc
flash energy.

32. When quoting a system are there some key
		 considerations we should examine (control power 		
		 auto throwover, etc.)?
		
		
		
		
		
		

When designing a system with an M-T-M we will require 		
a control power auto throwover scheme (83) when 		
using branch breakers with Sm@rt DAS. This is a good 		
practice for any control power scheme when feeders 		
may be fed from either side of an M-T-M and will be 		
required when using Sm@rt DAS.

33. How much space does Sm@rt DAS take up in gear?
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Sm@rt DAS for 10 breakers will fit in either 7.5’’ in a 		
panel-mounted auxiliary compartment or fit in a full-		
size auxiliary compartment with other accessories. The 		
communication modules required with breakers will fol		
low their own rules. Typically for VL breakers, there is 		
one (1) module + control power, or three (3) modules 		
per 7.5’’ auxiliary compartment.

34. What are the main options for controlling Sm@rt DAS
		

Sm@rt DAS has three ways to be activated:

		

- Via local switch on the panel/switchboard

		

- Via remote switch on a remote panel

		

- Via network command

		

- Via HMI

35. Are there other benefits of using this system?
		
		
		
		
		
		

The Sm@rt DAS system is designed on a MODBUS TCP/IP
backbone. By using MODBUS TCP/IP, the breaker data 		
stored in the VL and WL can be pulled into an upstream 		
SCADA system. If a local system is desired through the 		
use of a wireless router, data can be accessed using 		
third-party applications on a tablet or smartphone.

Circuit breakers and Sm@rt DAS:
36. Which breakers can be used with Sm@rt DAS?
		
		
		
		
		
		

VL breakers with the 586 trip unit and WL breakers with 		
the 776 trip unit can be both be used with Sm@rt DAS. 		
They will require MODBUS communication module COM
16 for WL and COM 21 for VL. In a single piece of
equipment with both breaker types, a single controller is
used for both.

37. Is there a limit to how many breakers can be used 		
		 with Sm@rt DAS?
		 Up to 10 breakers can be used with one Sm@rt DAS 		
		 controller. After that, another parallel system can be 		
		 added.
38. Can I use one switch and one light per breaker?
		
		

Yes, this is the default choice. One switch controls one 		
breaker DAS setting.

39. Can I use one switch for the overall system and lights
		 for each breaker?
		

Yes, this architecture is available.

40. Can I use one switch and one light for multiple 		
		 breakers on the system?
		

No, this configuration is not supported at this time.

41. Can I access my circuit breakers directly?
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Yes, each circuit breaker will have its own MODBUS 		
address. The IP address of the first 10 circuit breakers 		
will be 192.168.0.75. The MODBUS slave address will 		
start at 1 and move from left to right across the switch		
boards in increments of one. Additionally, on the factory
schematics for Sm@rt DAS, the MODBUS address will be 		
shown for each breaker.

Controllers:
42. Why do I need MODBUS communication modules?
		
		

This allows the Sm@rt DAS system to communicate with
the breakers.

43. How many breakers can a controller handle?
		
		
		

One controller can handle up to 10 breakers. Multiple 		
controllers can be used in a single piece of equipment 		
with more than 10 breakers.

44. How many inputs/outputs are available?
		

One controller has 10 inputs/outputs.

45. What type of control power does Sm@rt DAS need?
		

Sm@rt DAS requires 24V DC control power.

46. What happens to the system in the event of a power 		
		 outage?
		
		
		

If the power goes out, the system stays in its last state. 		
But the DAS indication will not light up until it confirms 		
it is in maintenance mode

47. What information is stored in the controller?
		
		
		
		

The VL maintenance mode settings are stored in the 		
controller. The VL and WL MODBUS addresses are also 		
stored in the controller. The rest of the settings are 		
stored locally in the respective breakers.

48. How does the MODBUS communication module inter		
		 face with the Sm@rt DAS controller?
		
		
		
		

The Breaker MODBUS communication modules interface 		
with the controller via gateway. The gateway converts 		
MODBUS RS-485 into MODBUS TCP/IP, which can be 		
directly controlled in the PLC.

49. Is there a register map available to change settings?
		
		
		
		

Yes, a register map is provided in the quick start guide. 		
Additionally, there is a Sm@rt DAS Communication Tool,
available through the Download Center, to change
settings. See the user guide for more details.

50. How is the system controller configured?
		
		

The system controller is factory configured for the
number of breakers requested.

51. Where is the system controller configured?
		

It is configured at the factory.

52. What information will I need to know to change my 		
		 breaker settings through the controller?
		
		
		
		
		

You will need to know your controller IP address, you 		
will need software that can read and write MODBUS and
a connection to your controller. You can use the
Siemens Sm@rt DAS communication module, available 		
through the Download Center, to change settings.

53. Why can I not communicate with the controller when
		 I plug directly into it?
		
		
		
		
		
		

The controller will need a static IP address and subnet 		
mask when you plug directly into it. Ensure you change 		
your IP address to something such as 192.168.0.xx, 		
where xx can be something like 31. Ensure you do not 		
use an already taken IP address such as .74. For subnet 		
mask, try 255.255.255.0.

Communication:
54. What communication protocols are supported by 		
		 Sm@rt DAS?
		 The Sm@rt DAS communication is done via MODBUS 		
		 TCP/IP.
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55. What are the networking capabilities of Sm@rt DAS?
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Sm@rt DAS can be completely local to the gear. This is 		
the default factory option with no outside access.
Sm@rt DAS can be networked outside the gear as well 		
but a network switch is required for multiple network 		
connections. This network switch could then either be 		
used to bring data to an upstream SCADA system or be 		
used to connect to a wireless interface.

56. Can customers access their systems remotely?
		
		
		
		

Yes, if the system is connected to an upstream network 		
via Ethernet or if they add in a wireless router, it can 		
then be communicated upstream. See answer to 		
question 57 for information on how to connect.

57. Can Sm@rt DAS communicate on a LAN?
		
		
		
		
		

Yes, the controller has an IP address which can be 		
attached over the LAN. The Controller IP address is 		
192.168.0.74. If there is a second controller, the IP 		
address will be 192.168.0.76. The first PLCs are 		
addressed going left to right across a line up.

58. Can Sm@rt DAS communicate via internet?
		
		

No, we do not currently offer a direct connection to the 		
controller via the internet or web browser.
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Notes:
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